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ABSTRACT 

Measurement of stress typically involves conventional methods using strain gauges. This work shall be pursued 

for offering research work in an alternative method using ‘Photo-elasticity’. While a coat of specified material 

is applied on the test specimen. The stresses on the same can be visualized as a spectrum of colours; each 

colour is indicating a particular level of stress induced. The process of validation for this method is sought 

through development of Finite Element Methodology. This numerical methodology shall be compared for results 

with the Experimental data and vice-versa. The concurrence of the results shall offer validation for this thesis 

work. Photo Spectrometer shall be used for conducting test while applying (specified) loads to the specimen 

fetching the stresses at the visual locations on the specimen.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Determination of stress is one of the common practice in industries. The point of maximum stress 

determines the location of failure. To determine the stress we can use strain gauge method or photo 

elasticity method.  

Photo elasticity is a non-destructive experimental technique for stress and strain analysis. The term 

photo elasticity reflects the nature of this experimental method, photo implies the use of light rays and 

optical techniques, while elasticity depicts the study of stresses and deformations in elastic bodies. 

Through the photo-elastic coating technique, its domain has extended to inelastic bodies too. 

Photo elasticity can be employed to wide verity of problems including experimental solution for two-

dimensional and three-dimensional geometry, multiple-component assemblies, static, elastic, dynamic 

loading and inelastic material. 

Photoelastic analysis is widely used for problems in which stress or strain information is required for 

extended regions of the structure. It provides quantitative evidence of highly stressed areas and peak 

stresses at surface and interior points of the structure and often equally important, it discerns areas of 

low stress level where structural material is utilized inefficiently. 

To validate the results of photoelasticity method, we can use either analytical or numerical method. 

As the numerical method gives visualization of the results, it is commonly used for validation.  

“Finite Element Method is a method of piecewise approximation in which the approximating function 

is formed by connecting simple functions, each defined over a small region”. In recent decades with 

development in mathematics and computers, very efficient FEA software’s were developed (like 

ANSYS, NASTRAN, MARC, LS-DYNA etc.). These softwares in combination with high 

computational powered work stations (computers) are working very efficiently.  
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The Design process compromises of things (design may change several time from designers mind till 

it comes to actual practice). Such as manufacturability, maintainability, reliability, factor of safety, 

cost, size and shape. Selecting best design is mere permutation and combination. Hence design may 

change according to person working as designer. As it is compromise of many things, there will be 

always chance for optimization. Hence there is no exact answer to any design or related question 

codes giving flexibility of using different design approaches and technology by stating that the code is 

not a handbook and cannot replace education, experience and use of engineering judgment, also it 

suggests for using of FEA software in many situations, in traditional design process; design activity is 

carried out by using formulae developed by researchers or code formulae. This formulae change with 

change in loading, size, shape, location, material etc. Method of design by formulae is unable to 

account nonlinearity (such as loading non linearity, material non linearity, geometrical nonlinearity, 

contact nonlinearity) in design. To account non linearity; rigorous calculations are necessary which 

will be time consuming process and possibility of many errors.  

II. PROBLEM DEFINITION 

The property of offering visual cues while encountering stresses needs to be validated for precise 

calibration of equipments. The Finite Element Analysis methodology is being considered as an 

alternative methodology for validation of the results. The magnitude and the sensitivity of the change 

in stress levels needs to be verified for seeking credibility of the results. The problem here is to 

correlate the results determined by two different methodologies. The current testing equipment uses 

strain gauges for checking stresses. This calls for fixing a strain gauge over the component with an 

adhesive. The strain gauge cannot be reused. Also, the variability in the results determined by this 

method (using strain gauge) needs to find an alternative answer. 

III. RELEVANCE 

Measurement of stress typically involves conventional methods using strain gauges. This work shall 

be pursued for offering research work in an alternative method using ‘Photo elasticity’. While a coat 

of specified material is applied on the test specimen, the stresses on the same can be visualized as a 

spectrum of colours, each colour is indicating a particular level of stress induced. The process of 

validation for this method is sought through development of Finite Element Methodology. This 

numerical methodology shall be compared for results with the Experimental data and vice-versa. The 

concurrence of the results shall offer validation for this dissertation work. Photo Spectrometer shall be 

used for conducting test while applying specified loads to the specimen fetching the stresses at the 

visual locations on the specimen. On the notched sample subject to loads by eccentric tension we 

determined the differences of principal normal stresses in specified point In addition, we determined 

the value of principal normal stress at the edge of the sample during load by using reflection 

polariscope, which was later compared with numerical solution using FEA . 

IV. LITERATURE REVIEW 

A brief review of some selected references on various types with application of photo elasticity is 

presented below: 

Lazzarin et al. [1].In the presence of sharp (zero radius) V-shaped notches, the notch stress intensity 

factors (N-SIFs) quantify the intensities of the asymptotic linear elastic stress distributions. They are 

proportional to the limit of the mode I or II stress components multiplied by the distance powered 1 ki 

from the notch tip, ki being Williams Eigen values. When the notch tip radius is different from zero, 

the definition is no longer valid from a theoretical point of view and the characteristic, singular, sharp-

notch field diverges from the rounded-notch solution very next to the notch. Nevertheless, NSIFs 

continue to be used as parameters governing fracture if the notch root radius is sufficiently small with 

respect to the notch depth. Taking advantage of a recent analytical formulation able to describe stress 

distributions ahead of rounded V notches, the paper gives a generalized form for the notch stress 

intensity factors, in which not only the opening angle but also the tip radius dimension is explicitly 

involved. Such parameters quantify the stress redistribution due to the root radius with respect to the 

sharp notch case.  
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Wang et al. [2].They demonstrated the dynamic stress concentration are being increasing critically in 

variety of micro fluidic channels and other devices with sharp corners and edges. The Finite Element 

Method (FEM) is widely used as a numerical simulation system. Additional Photo elasticity is one of 

the more widely used experimental methods for verification of the FEM models. 

This has been done widely for static loading situations. In this paper dynamic Stress Concentration 

Factors are determined numerically using FEM and experimental using a novel dynamic photoelastic 

system. They have found that the results from the finite element analysis resemble closely the 

experimental patterns recorded. 

Frankovskyet al. [3].The main aim behind this paper is the latest means of stress state determination 

in structure parts while taking advantage of isoclines field. The field is scanned photographically and 

examined through computer technology. For such purposes, computer programs for Photoelast and 

Photo stress testing were developed to automate the separation of stresses from the field of isoclines. 

Frankovsky et al. [4].The Presented paper aim at the analysis of stress fields which occur while 

applying loads to a photoelastically coated notched sample. The analysis was done by means of Photo 

Stress method using Reflection Polariscope and digital video camera. On the notched sample subject 

to loads by eccentric tension, he determined the differences of principal normal stresses in specified 

point at loads 3 kN, 4.5 kN, 6 kN, 9 kN and 12 kN. In addition, they determined the value of principal 

normal stress at the edge of the sample during load of 12 kN, which was later compared with 

numerical solution in programme SolidWorks. 

Frankovsky et al. [5]. The application of Photo Stress method in stress analysis of a rotating disc of a 

constant thickness, which was made of a photoelastic material PS-1A. Isoclinic fringes were observed 

on the rotating disc using linear polarized light at revolutions 5000 RPM. Observations were carried 

out under angle parameter 0 º to 90 º with 10 º increase. A set of isostatic lines of I and II was made 

from the set of obtained isoclinic lines. During gradual increase of rotations of the rotating disc up to 

17000 RPM, and with circular polarized light, they observed the distribution of colourful isochromatic 

fringes on the rotating disc. The field of isochromatic fringes, gained experimentally, at 15000 RPM 

was compared with the field which was gained by means of a numerical analysis. 

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Following outcomes can be drawn from the above literature review of notch specimens in different 

loading condition: 

a) Some report have pointed that, this photo elastic technique applied here confirms FE predictions 

where the former has shown to agree with the analytical solution to the known stress concentration 

arising from a hole in a plate, photoelastic bench from the simpler plane geometry of a strip in tension, 

as used here, or for a beam in four-point bending. Following its validation, this preliminary study 

shows that photoelasticity is a useful experimental technique for providing a full stress field around 

slots subjected to bi-axial loadings. In particular, when slots are aligned with applied stress axes their 

straight boundaries distribute tangential stress uniformly in tension and compression. A maximum 

concentration in stress usually occurs within the end radii, their precise positions depending upon the 

slot orientation. 

b) Several studies have been reported, in the Use of Photo Stress method, we were able to determine 

the difference of principal normal stresses in a particular point at various values of loading force. The 

correctness of experimentally gained data was verified through determination of one of principal 

normal stresses on the free edge of photo elastically coated notched sample. This measurement was 

verified by means of numerical simulation in programme FEA. Stress value σ1 determined by means 

of Photo Stress method. The difference of stress values is 3.6%, what implies that the experimental 

measurement was relatively precise. 

c) Some reports have pointed that in the presence of sharp notches (where the notch root radius is 

null) subjected to mode I loading conditions, the notch stress intensity factors KvI are recognized as 

parameters suitable for controlling the static behaviour of brittle materials and the fatigue crack 

initiation phase of structural materials. When the notch root radius is different from zero, the 

characteristic, singular, sharp-notch field diverges from the round notch solution very next to the 

notch. As the notch root radius q increases, the usefulness of KvI rapidly decreases. 
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VI. OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

Objectives of this dissertation work are: 

1. To study the Literatures related to dissertation work and collect the important information                                           

regarding the same.                                                                                                                      

2.To introduce the use of photoelastic principles in stress analysis. 

3. To select test specimens made up of metal alloy for experimentation. 

4. Use the stress distribution in notched specimens to find the material fringe constant. 

5. To Measure the stress concentration in every notched specimen.                                                      

6. Compare these results with experimental and analytical methods.                                                          

7. Validate the Result. 

VII. SCOPE OF WORK 

The above work illustrates the field of Photo elasticity. Few researchers have worked on various types 

of notches. One of them used V type of notch and compared the results taking into account two 

methods, one with a straight apex and another with a circular apex of notch. 

After this, one researcher has worked with notch having circular apex. He found that the notch 

sensitivity factor value was higher as compared to the conventional notch. 

This work investigates the stress analysis of notch specimen by using Reflection Polariscope. In this 

work, three various specimens of Notch will be taken. The experimentation will be carried out on 

these three specimens by varying the amount of carbon percentage in Notch specimen material. The 

above mentioned results will be further compared with FEA method. 

VIII. PROPOSED WORK 

i) setup for physical experimentation: 

 

 

Figure 1: Set Up[7]                                                  Figure 2:  Reflection Polariscope [7] 

The experimental test carried on Reflection Polariscope. 

The steps of Experimental work are as given below: 

1. Light source emits light waves vibrating in infinite number of planes. 

2. Polarization Filter (Polarizer):  Restricts the vibration of light waves to a single plane. 

3. Polarizer: Second polarizer used to analyse polarized light passed through material in testing. 

Doubly refracting lights which passed through the bi refringent are resolved by analyzer. Speed 

difference in the refracting lights causes that a certain colour from the light disappears (wave shift). 

4. The speeds of the refracted lights are directly proportional to the principal stresses σ1 and σ2, major 

and minor principal stresses, respectively and also stress depend on the colours of fringe pattern 

shown in bellow figure. 
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Figure 3: Fringe Order [7] 

II) Validation of Experimental Result using FEA Method: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

IX. VALIDATION OF THE RESULTS 

The validation shall be pursued using physical experimentation. For this, a photo-spectrometer shall 

be engaged for recording the stresses on the standard test-piece. The reading shall be noted while the 

test piece is subjected to pre-determined load. The results of the Test shall be assessed in relation to 

the results achieved using Finite Element Methodology. A good concurrence of the results for these 

two differing methodologies shall indicate a favorable assessment towards validation of the thesis 

work. 

 

Modelling of test Specimens 

 

Generate 3D CAD model 

 

Use Pre-processor for `Meshing’ 

 

Solving the problem by using appropriate 

FEA Solver 

Compare results of FEA with physical 

experimentation 

 

Conclusion 
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